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1. Unbalanced Electrostatic Force on the Surface of an 
Ionic Crystal .  
In ionic crystals, there is an array of net positive and nega- 
tive cbarges which may be considered to be situated at the lattice 
points. If we take a cry stal-plane where similar sets of ions are 
placed at regular intervals, it is evident., when we consider the 
surface layer and the next, that any ion on the surface Iaper will 
experience an unbalanced electrostatic force. E€ the first lajer 
contains all positive ions, the next will have all negatice ions. 
The unbalanced electrostat-ic force will then be directed towards 
the interior of the crystal, Alternatirely, if the first Is~er  
contains all negative ions, the direction of the surface- 
force will be the other way. If again, a cryeral-plane 
contains oppositely charged ions aIternazely , the elwrmatatic 
forces will act in opposite directions alternately . AppI!-ing the 
problem to the (100) face of a cryatal of the XaC1 type, ~ e n n r d -  
Jones, Taylor and Dent1 have calculated t.he ruluea of the elem* 
static force for various poinbs on the crjstal surface. 
Genn&-Jones, Taylor m d  Dent.., Trans. Fared&! Vol. m r ,  
rsae. 








